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                    About Us

                

                
                    WrapStyle™ is an international company, now one of the best wrapping and car styling companies in the world,
                    a position gained over the course of the past 14 years.
                

                How the story begun

                
                    WrapStyle company was founded in 2012, however its roots date back to 2006, when we provided the general public
                    a window tinting service under the name of TinTek. We literally started in a garage, and we had nothing but vision and determination.
                

                
                    In 2008, we made our first attempts in full wraps. At that time, however, a car body wrapped in vinyl was rather utopian.
                    Still, we believed in this product and tried to break through (…)
                

                
                    Full story
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                    Delia Gilmour

                    Brand and Partnerships Manager

                    
                        delia@wrapstyle.com

                        +420 608 800 360
                    

                        
                    Ask for licensing
                

            

            

    	Countries	Years	Website
	Australia	7 years	
                wrapstylesydney.com.au
            
	Austria	7 years	
                wrapstyle.at
            
	Bahrain	0 years	
                wrapstyle.com
            
	Czech Republic	10 years	
                wrapstyle.cz
            
	Denmark	7 years	
                wrapstyle.nu
            
	Egypt	5 years	
                wrapstyle.com
            
	India	5 years	
                wrapstyle.in
            
	Kuwait	5 years	
                wrapstyle.com
            
	Mauritius	2 years	
                wrapstyle.mu
            
	Republic of Korea	5 years	
                wrapstyle.com
            
	Saudi Arabia	6 years	
                wrapstyle.sa
            
	Singapore	8 years	
                wrapstyle.com.sg
            
	Slovakia	3 years	
                wrapstyle.sk
            
	United Arab Emirates	12 years	
                wrapstyle.com
            
	Vietnam	6 years	
                wrapstylevietnam.com
            



            

        

    



    
        Services

        
            We have experience with many and various projects. There is no challenge we would not commit to do. Our work meets the highest quality standards
            and professionalism in the business. Offering premium services in car wrapping, commercial vinyl installations, automobile window tinting,
            boat & yacht wrapping, paint protection film and ceramic paint protection.
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        News

        
            Stay informed - check our latest news. Here you´ll find the latest product news, application highlights and upcoming events.
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                                Customized Porsche 911 GT3 ready for the racetrack

                                
                                    Inspired by the owner's love of motorsport, WrapStyle Brno set out on a journey to transform the unique Porsche 911 GT3 into the ultimate track-ready machine. The result? A custom design that seamlessly integrates iconic racing circuits.

…
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                                WrapStyle Elevates Swarovski Store with Impressive Makeover

                                
                                    Sydney, Australia – In a spectacular collaboration between WrapStyle Sydney and the renowned luxury brand Swarovski, the Swarovski store experienced a breathtaking transformation. The innovative vehicle styling company bestowed the high…
                                

                            

                            February 1, 2024
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                                WrapStyle has arrived in Olomouc!

                                
                                    WrapStyle Celebrates the Opening of Its Sixth Location in the Czech Republic, Expanding to 26 Franchises Worldwide!

We are thrilled to announce that WrapStyle has achieved another significant milestone by opening its sixth branch in the…
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                                Custom Design created with AI Technology for Porsche 911 Carrera

                                
                                    WrapStyle Vietnam has modified a unique Vietnamese version of the Porsche 911 Carrera using artificial intelligence (AI) technology. The Porsche 911 is a sports car with a rich history and still remains a symbol of sports cars for more…
                                

                            

                            October 19, 2023
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                                WrapStyle Bahrain just opened!

                                
                                    Wrapstyle celebrates another success! We are very proud to announce the opening of a new Wrapstyle branch in the Middle East - Wrapstyle Bahrain.

Our new branch has just opened its modernly equipped and stylish store, where customers will…
                                

                            

                            September 19, 2023
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        Our customers
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                Gallery

                WRAPSTYLE IS PRIMARILY DESIGN

                
                    Browse WrapStyle gallery and get inspiration on how to personalise your car with colour change wraps, printed graphics and unique car styling.
                    We have done over 1000´s of wraps leading to customer´s satisfaction. Browse through our different vehicles and look at our quality.
                

                
                    
                        Designs
                    

                    
                        Realizations
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        Contacts

        
            
                                    



                    

            

            
                Headquarters

                
                    WrapStyle™ CZ

                    info@wrapstyle.com

                    tř. T. Bati 627

                    763 02 Zlín, Czech Republic
                


                Choose your region

                	
                        Australia
                    
	
                        Austria
                    
	
                        Bahrain
                    
	
                        Czech Republic
                    
	
                        Denmark
                    
	
                        Egypt
                    
	
                        India
                    
	
                        Kuwait
                    
	
                        Mauritius
                    
	
                        Republic of Korea
                    
	
                        Saudi Arabia
                    
	
                        Singapore
                    
	
                        Slovakia
                    
	
                        United Arab Emirates
                    
	
                        Vietnam
                    


            

        

    




    
            





    Get in touch







    
        
            Name *
            
        

        
            Surname *
            
        

        
            City *
            
        

        
            E-mail *
            
        

        
            Phone *
            
        

    

    
        Message *
        
    

    
        Send
    






    

    
        
            

    
        Sign up for newsletter

        Receive offers, new designs and the latest info from WrapStyle™
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